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When Eloise said this, Jeremy and Sean looked at her at the same time.

Although Madeline had been referring to Len Samuels as her grandfather, it was clear that he was not
Madeline’s real grandfather.

How could Eloise know Len Samuels?

“Eloise, have you really seen this name at home?” Sean was surprised.

Whether it was a servant or their relatives or friends, he was sure that none of them were named Len Samuels.

Eloise nodded with certainty. “With Diana!”

“Diana?” Jeremy frowned slightly.

“She’s our housekeeper. She has been working for us since her 20s. It has been 32 years.” Eloise explained.
“I saw the name Len Samuels from her side.”

“Diana’s full name is Diana Samuels, and her surname is Samuels…” Saying this, Eloise’s emotions
gradually became more agitated as a certain conjecture appeared in her heart.

“Sean, could it be that… We should go back and ask her about this clearly!”

Eloise hurriedly pulled Sean up and turned around.

Jeremy glanced at the tombstone, then at the couple who had left hurriedly. The conclusion to the suspicions
in his heart had already been outlined.

He looked at the gloomy sky and saw a ray of sunlight streaming through the dark clouds.

God had in fact not been indifferent toward him.

……

Eloise and Sean were both upset on their way back.

The moment Eloise entered the living room after arriving home, Diana came out with a bowl of soup.



“Madam, you came back just in time. I’ve just made this soup for you. I’m truly sorry that I hurt you last time

because of that horrid woman.” Diana apologized sincerely, but she did not forget to push the responsibility
onto Madeline.

Eloise wanted to ask her straightforwardly, but seeing Diana apologize so sincerely, she calmed
down and smiled.

“I know you didn’t mean it, but whether it’s Madeline or Vera, they’re not the bad women you seem to think

they are.”

Diana’s eyes became fierce. “What Vera? She’s that b*tch Madeline. Don’t be fooled, Sir and Madam! That
horrible woman killed Brittany. She should have died long ago!”

Hearing this, Eloise and Sean’s expressions darkened a lot. They could not accept anyone slandering their
precious daughter so much.

What was more, Madeline was really innocent.

Brittany’s death three years ago had been proved to have nothing to do with her.

Although she was very dissatisfied, Eloise had to suppress her heart for the sake of polite conversation.
“Diana, you really do love Brittany. I can’t compare myself to you as a mother sometimes.”

There would instantly be a warm and loving smile on Diana’s face whenever Brittany was brought up.

“I raised Ms. Brittany from when she was a child. Of course, I’d like such a beautiful, smart, and
well-behaved child.” As she said this, her smile disappeared suddenly. Her eyes became extremely vicious
while she gritted her teeth.

“That damned sl*t Madeline actually made such a cruel attack and stabbed Miss Brittany to death!”

Looking at the distorted flame of hatred in Diana’s eyes, Eloise and Sean glanced at each other. “The person
who killed Brittany will definitely be punished so that they won’t do stupid things to hurt other innocent
people,” Eloise spoke and patted Diana’s hand while smiling gently.

“You’re just in a bad mood. Do you want to go back to your hometown to rest for a bit? I recall your father

is in your hometown. If I remember correctly, he’s called Len Samuels, right?”

Upon hearing the words ‘Len Samuels’, Diana’s eyes flashed with panic.

“Madam, I’m okay. You don’t have to worry about me. I… I have nothing to do now. I’m going to work first.
Please remember to drink the soup,” Diana said with a gaping mouth before hurriedly turning around. She
pulled on the apron twice with her flustered hands.



Seeing Diana’s weird reaction, Eloise faced Sean excitedly, her eyes filled with the urge to talk.

Sean also saw the clue. He held Eloise’s hand to comfort her. “It seems that this matter is really strange. She
doesn’t seem to want to tell us the truth.”

“Then, what should I do now? I can’t wait for another moment!” Eloise was anxious. “Sean, I really can’t
imagine what our baby girl experienced back then…”

Sean sighed with anger and pain. Suddenly, he thought of something and called Jeremy immediately.

Jeremy, who had just returned to the corporation, received Sean’s call. He listened to Sean’s request with
some hesitation.

At this time, Madeline was carrying his lunch into his office.
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